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PACS 47.55.pf – Marangoni convection
PACS 42.87.Bg – Phase shifting interferometry
PACS 47.20.Bp – Buoyancy-driven instabilities (e.g., Rayleigh-Bénard)

Abstract – We report on the thickness variation measurement of a soap film due to a local perturbation, using Young’s double slit experiment configuration. We map a laser-heated deformation of a vertical free-standing draining thin soap film using the differential change of optical path in the interferometer. The experiment has a resolution of about 0.1 nm and enables to follow the liquid flow dynamics. We evidence a bottleneck formation in the heated region of the film that perturbs the usual flow. Such an experimental set-up could then be adapted to measure other tiny variations in fluctuating hydrodynamics such as capillary waves for example.

Introduction. – On the one hand, tears of wine are a superb manifestation of the Marangoni effect [1]. The variation of the surface tension due to the change of alcohol concentration leads to these tears [2–5]. Such an effect can also originate from a temperature gradient at the air/liquid interface and is sometimes called Rayleigh-Bénard convection [6,7] when it is linked to thermal convection. Whereas this effect is often invoked, quantitative measurements are scarce [8–17]. These measurements have been mainly performed, directly using either the naked eye, or with the help of a microscope, or using temperature sensitive markers, or probing the film thickness with interference techniques. On the other hand, tiny length variations in general can be evidenced using optical interferometry measurements [18,19]. Relative variations in the $10^{-17}$ to the $10^{-21}$ range have already been reported [20,21]. Optical interferometry has also been used in the measurement of soap film thicknesses in the 10 µm-200 nm range [22–24], with a precision of 20 nm. Among all these interferometry techniques, Young’s double slit experiment is one of the most popular, fascinating and easy to set up technique. In particular, in quantum mechanics, it has been used to demonstrate the wave particle duality [25] and to evidence phase variations, like in Aharonov-Bohm type experiments [26]. R. Feynman himself said from this experiment: “It is a phenomenon which is impossible to explain in any classical way and which has in it the heart of quantum mechanics” [27]. Back in the optical domain, due to its high simplicity and versatility, one may thus wonder whether Young’s double slit experiment could be implemented to measure the thickness variation of soap films via the change of the phase due to the modification of the effective optical length. The aim of this letter is then to investigate potentiality of the double slit experiment by probing the dynamics of the Marangoni effect on a soap film locally heated by a laser. In particular, we will try to map its thickness variations with a
Fig. 1: Experimental set up. A vertical thin soap film is locally heated with a blue laser diode. The differential thickness variation is measured with the interference pattern of a green He-Ne laser in a double slit experiment configuration. The pattern is registered on a CCD line camera connected to a computer.

Fraction of a nanometer resolution using Young’s double slit experiment.

Experiment. – The soap film is drawn on a rectangular glass frame with a 60 mm height and a 34 mm width (see Fig. 1). The vertical film is pull gently upward from a tank containing the foaming solution with a velocity lower than 5 cm/s. The freestanding film then starts to drain [29,30]. The foaming solution consists of 5.4% sodium lauryldioxyethylene sulphate (SLES, 55.6 g/L, Cognis) diluted in pure water. To ensure the stability of the film, the surfactant concentration is high, well above the critical micellar concentration and the experiments are performed at a controlled temperature $T = 20 \pm 0.5^\circ C$.

The double slit interference pattern is obtained from a green He-Ne laser (Melles Griot, $\lambda = 543.5$ nm, $P = 5$ mW, beam waist size $w = 400 \mu m$). The distance between the two slits is $d = 200 \mu m$. The pattern is observed on a screen located at a distance $L = 6 m$ from the slits, or registered on a CCD line camera (Thorlabs, LC100), connected to a computer. The interference between the two paths leads to an interference pattern in the $x$ direction that writes [27]

$$I(x) \sim \cos^2\left(\frac{\pi dx}{\lambda L} + \delta \phi\right)$$

(1)

where $I(x)$ is the light intensity on the screen and $\delta \phi$ is the phase difference between the two paths at the slits location. Since the double slit is located just after the soap film (see Fig. 2), this phase difference is related to the differential thickness of the film corresponding to the two paths. A shift of the interference pattern $\Delta x$ (see Fig. 2), then corresponds to a difference between the two optical paths $n(e_1 - e_2)$, due to the thickness variation

$$e_1 - e_2 = -d\Delta x/nL$$

(2)

where $n \approx 1.33$ is the index of refraction of the film. Unlike X-rays, the use of a visible laser source does not allow to detect different refractive indices related to a multilayer organization of the film, for layer thickness below 20 nm. Our CCD line camera has a resolution of 14 µm, then the resolution on the differential thickness of the film equals 0.35 nm. A position sensitive detector would have lead to a resolution in the picometer range, or even below.

The film is heated with a focalized diode laser (Dida concept, $\lambda = 405$ nm, $P = 5$ mW, beam waist size $w = 300 \mu m$), see Fig. 1. The beam spot is located just at the middle of the soap film, at the position $x = 0$ mm and $y = -30$ mm. For a given film thickness, we estimate the power absorbed by the film by measuring the transmitted light through the film. We assess the film thickness independently by an interferometric technique we have already developed [24]. For a 1 µm thick film, we measured the transmitted violet light. This wavelength is partially absorbed by the solution contrarily to the green laser used to probe the film thickness. Taking into account the reflection coefficients and the multiple internal
Fig. 2: Principle of the measurement. The change of the film thickness between the two optical interfering beams, induces a modification of the effective optical length. It thus changes the phase difference between the two beams. This leads to a shift of the interference fringes giving access to the thickness gradient of the soap film.

reflections, we estimate the absorbed optical power to be 100 µW (corresponding to a 2% absorption) at the beginning of drainage for a thickness of more than 1 µm. Some authors have evidence the temperature intensity profile at short times, for an infrared focalized laser beam, heating a liquid film confined between two glass plates [13]. Since here, the film is in a free standing geometry, and the low power laser is not strongly focalized, the heating mechanism could be evaluated in terms of Fourier’s law [3], leading to a differential temperature of 25 K. The variation of the index of refraction due to temperature is too low to induce neither optical aberrations nor effective variations of the optical pass of the probe beam. We could change the laser power of the heating violet beam, however, a higher laser power breaks the film and for a lower power, the film gradient is too low after 15 s drainage to make any relevant measurement. Previous experiments [11, 16, 31–34] were performed under different conditions in order to measure high temperature gradients only. Devices associated with the deposition of a film on a metallic plate or to the free suspension of a film continuously supplied by a solution pump have been designed to increase artificially the film lifetime, which is not the case here.

**Results.** — We have then moved the green He-Ne laser source together with the double slits, independently from the frame and from the heating laser, in order to map the deformations of the soap film due to the Marangoni effect. The results appear in Fig. 3a for a horizontal scan (in the x direction), for y = −30 mm, i.e. corresponding to the height of the heating region. Each measurement is made at least three times to ensure reproducibility. The error bars are shown on the figure. The data give very accurate information on the film thickness gradient and thus must be integrated to extract the true thickness (see Fig. 3b). The measurements have been performed 5 s, 10 s and 15 s after suspending the soap film, the heating laser being always on. The integration time is 1 s and the film deformation caused by heating diminishes over time. At the end of the drainage, the film has the same thickness distribution with and without heating. When the heating laser is off, the shift of the interference pattern equals zero, there is neither deformation nor Marangoni effect.

As previously mentioned, the corresponding absolute thickness, with or without heating, has been measured independently using a previously developed experiment [24]. This experiment has a resolution of the order of 20 nm, nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the resolution of the double slit experiment. Besides first experiments do not allow to measure low thickness gradients and to probe grey or black films (from 200 nm to 10 nm thickness) that are rather studied by X-ray reflectivity [28]. Nevertheless, the technique of [24] has been used to characterize the film thickness in its middle at x = 0 mm, and
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Fig. 3: Horizontal mapping of the soap film. Thickness gradient of the soap film in the horizontal direction $x$ at a height $y = -30$ mm for three different times (5 s-blue, 10 s-red, 15 s-green) and three different thickness. The position $x = 0$ mm, $y = -30$ mm corresponds to the zone heated by the blue laser (a). Reconstituted thickness of the soap film from the thickness gradient (b), the solid line is a guide for the eye, thus smoothing the inflections of the curve. Without heating the film thickness is uniform and equals 820 nm at 5 s, 450 nm at 10 s, and 210 nm at 15 s. The film is globally thinner when heated.

Then at the other positions, the film thickness has been deduced using the integration procedure the constant being determined at the middle of the film. From the experimental results, it has to be first noticed that the signal is symmetric regarded to the heated region. Second, since the surface tension decreases linearly while increasing the temperature, at small temperature intervals [6], the film thickness mapping is a direct evidence of the heat diffusion in the film [3]. In principle, surface tension gradients could also originate from surfactant concentration, triggered by surface flow. However, due to the structured air/liquid interfaces (above the critical micellar concentration), surface fluctuations are minor. Experimentally, we found that the thermocapillary deformation increases linearly moving away from the heated zone. Besides, whereas the heated zone gets slightly thinner, due to a decrease of the surface tension, the outer zone inflates by nearly a factor of two. The liquid has to by-pass the thinner zone and must thus flow in the lower temperature regions. As we approach the edges of the menisci (about 2 mm from the frame), this effect is masked by the marginal regeneration caused by a surfactant surplus in the meniscus region [29].

Discussion. – To perform vertical scans, i.e. in the $y$ direction at $x = 0$ mm (see Fig. 4a), the slits have been positioned horizontally. We performed the measurement at $t = 10$ s but get similar results for the different times. Without heating, the soap film is slightly prismatic; the faces are not parallel to each other [24,30]. While heated, it gets thinner at the center, as already noticed with the horizontal scan. This is also confirmed by the direct thickness measurement versus time (see Fig. 4b) at the position where the film is heated. The zone above the heated region inflates upon illumination compared with what is observed without injection, whereas the lower zone gets thinner. The soap film has a more symmetrical shape on both sides of the heating point. The Marangoni effect shades the gravity action. It seems that the lowering of the surface tension due to heating creates a kind of bottleneck that prevents drainage and forces the liquid to circumvent this heated zone. The film gets thinner in the heated region and below, and gets thicker on top of the heated central region as well as on both sides. This is very similar to what has been previously expected or observed for the Marangoni effect but for larger temperature variations and bigger deformations [16,33,34], or even under drying conditions [35,36].

Curiously, on Fig. 4b, it has to be noticed that at the end of the drainage, the thickness of the film is very similar with and without laser illumination. It turns out that the heating mechanism is not dominant in the dynamics of the thinning any more. Actually, the drainage
Fig. 4: Vertical mapping of the soap film. Thickness of the thin soap film in the vertical direction \( y \) at a position \( x = 0 \), for \( t = 10 \) s. The position \( x = 0 \) mm, \( y = -30 \) mm corresponds to the zone heated by the blue laser. The thickness variation has been reconstituted from the thickness gradient. The dotted line corresponds to the measured film thickness without heating. It has been measured with the double slit technique, at the same times of draining (a). For other times of drainage, the film has the same vertical shape but the departure from the non-heated case is less pronounced. Time evolution of the film thickness at the centre of the film in the heated region (b), with (red curve) and without (blue curve) heating of the film using the direct interferometry technique [24].

of vertical freestanding films in the absence of any perturbation is governed by gravitational, capillary, interfacial forces and thermal convection [8, 12, 14, 29, 30, 37]. In our experimental situation, the film is stratified during drainage, with a well-defined organization of micelles in layers parallel to the film plane [24]. The exponential behavior describing the thinning of the soap film is due to the structural forces. Here, after typically 15 s, the liquid is almost ejected and the film reaches a steady state with or without heating (see Fig. 4b). This is also confirmed by the thinning dynamics. Heating only generates solution puncture between the layers of micelles. The evacuation of micelle layers, that should be illustrated by a stepwise thinning, has not been observed in the drainage curve [24]. Actually, the film breaks after 25 s, just before the stepwise thinning is supposed to play a major role [38]. The theoretical description of the profile is not as trivial as it may appear. In the absence of heating, the drainage curve described by an exponential function is mainly due to structural forces needed to stabilize the micelle layers and not by gravitational and capillary forces usually incorporated in hydrodynamic models. In the presence of heating, the solution transfer cannot be described by a simple one-dimensional equation: the liquid is necessarily influenced by gravity and part of the heat is evacuated towards the reservoir. The liquid can either flow in the \( y \) direction or along the frame as it is expelled in the \( x \) direction toward the meniscus. Thus since the liquid in the film can move towards the frame and then flows along it, there is no mass conservation within the film.

**Conclusion.** – To conclude, we used the high versatility of Young’s double slit experiment to perform a differential mapping of a soap film. By local heating of the film by a laser, we measured the Marangoni effect. We experimentally evidence a bottleneck in the heated zone that force the liquid to circumvent this zone leading to an inflation of the film thickness above this zone. These results are in agreement with previous predictions and observations, but the high sensitivity of the technique allows to probe very tiny deformations far below what has been observed previously, and far before the apparition of convection vortices [16, 33]. This easy to implement technique shines some new light on the film dynamics in the presence of a local defect and could be applied to investigate [39] or to control [40] interfacial instabilities in thin liquid films. Besides, due to the high precision of the measurement, it is also appropriate for measuring small optical index variation in the case of light guiding in soap films [41] or tiny thermally induced deformations such as capillary
waves on liquid surfaces that are only studied by X-ray reflectivity [42].
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